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Exploring	the	QCD	Phase	Diagram
Motivation:
• Hadronic	gas	phase	at	low	T	and	μB

• Lattice	QCD	calculations	⇾ expect	a	cross-over	at	
high	energies

ØStudy	onset	of	QGP	at	high	T	and	μB
• nuclear	modification	(RCP)
• NCQ	scaling	of	elliptic	flow

ØDo	we	observe	a	phase	transition	as	we	lower	the	
beam	energy?	What	type	of	phase	transition?

• directed	flow
• femtoscopy

ØDo	we	observe	a	critical	point?
• fluctuation	analyses
• dielectrons?

ØDo	we	observe	chiral	symmetry	restoration?
• dielectrons and	low-mass	vector	mesons

• RHIC	Beam	Energy	Scan	(Phase	I)
• carried	out	in	2010-2014
• covered	energies	from	√sNN=	7.7	to	64	GeV

• STAR	has	published	16	papers	based	on	BES-I
• another	half-dozen	papers	are	in	preparation	or	

advanced	stages	of	internal	review
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Selected	Results	from	BES	Phase-I

Most	measurements	limited	
by	statistics	and	systematics
ØProposal	for	a	BES	Phase	II	
with	more	statistics	and	
new	detectors

Bulk	BehaviorChiral	Vortical	EffectCritical	Point

PRL112(2014)

Phase	Transition

PRL112(2014)

Energy	LossPenetrating	Probes
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Beam	Energy	Scan	Phase-IIThe Beam Energy Scan at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider 32

Table 2. Event statistics (in millions) needed for Beam Energy Scan Phase-II for various observables.
Collision Energy (GeV) 7.7 9.1 11.5 14.5 19.6
µB (MeV) in 0-5% central collisions 420 370 315 260 205

Observables

RCP up to pT = 5 GeV/c – 160 125 92
Elliptic Flow (f mesons) 100 150 200 200 400
Chiral Magnetic Effect 50 50 50 50 50
Directed Flow (protons) 50 75 100 100 200
Azimuthal Femtoscopy (protons) 35 40 50 65 80
Net-Proton Kurtosis 80 100 120 200 400
Dileptons 100 160 230 300 400
Required Number of Events 100 160 230 300 400

3.1.1. RCP of identified hadrons up to pT = 5 GeV/c High-pT suppression is seen as an
indication of the energy loss of leading partons in a colored medium. Therefore, the RAA

measurements are one of the clearest signatures for the formation of the quark-gluon plasma.
Because there was not a comparable p+ p energy scan, the BES analysis has had to resort
to RCP measurements as a proxy. Still the study of the shape of RCP(pT ) will allow us
to quantitatively address the evolution of the phenomenon of jet-quenching to lower beam
energies. A very clear change in behavior as a function of beam energy is seen in these
data (see Figs. 12 and 13); at the lowest energies (7.7 and 11.5 GeV) there is no evidence of
suppression for the highest pT values that are reached. However, it should be noted that for
these energies the BES-I measurements are only able to reach 3-4 GeV/c for inclusive hadrons
and 2-3 GeV/c for identified hadrons. Typically, one considers pT of 5 GeV/c and above to be
dominated by partonic behavior. Therefore, although the BES-I RCP results are suggestive of
a disappearance of this QGP signature, they are not conclusive. The pT reach expected in the
proposed BES Phase-II measurements will be crucial in drawing definitive conclusions about
evidence for the creation of QGP at a given collision energy.

Although the BES-I spectra do not reach high enough pT to extend into the purely hard-
scattering regime, they do allow us to make detailed projections of how many events would be
needed to reach a given pT for a given beam energy. We propose to acquire about 400 tracks
in the pT range of 4-5 GeV/c for the 11.5, 14.5, and 19.6 GeV energies. At the lower energies
of 7.7 and 9.1 GeV, there is simply not enough kinematic reach to get out to 4-5 GeV/c. These
required numbers of events are listed in Table 2

We have used the yields of identified particles measured in BES-I to make projections of
the expected errors for the RCP measurements with increased statistics expected to be available
in BES Phase-II. For each particle species, energy, and centrality, we have used a exponential
extrapolation (note that this is a more conservative estimate than the power law extrapolation)
to estimate the expected number of particles to be measured in each pT bin based on the
expected number of events at each energy shown in Table 2. From this expected number of
particles per bin, we can estimate the statistical error for the central and peripheral bins and
propagate these to estimate the expected error on the RCP measurements. These projected
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Strong	endorsement	by	NSAC
Long	Range	Plan	2015:
Ø“Trends	and	features	in	BES-I	data	provide	
compelling	motivation	for	[…]	experimental	
measurements	with	higher	statistical	precision	
from	BES-II”

26

2. Quantum Chromodynamics: The Fundamental Description of the Heart of Visible Matter

The trends and features in BES-I data provide compelling 

motivation for a strong and concerted theoretical 

response, as well as for the experimental measurements 

with higher statistical precision from BES-II. The goal 

of BES-II is to turn trends and features into definitive 

conclusions and new understanding. This theoretical 

research program will require a quantitative framework 

for modeling the salient features of these lower energy 

heavy-ion collisions and will require knitting together 

components from different groups with experience 

in varied techniques, including LQCD, hydrodynamic 

modeling of doped QGP, incorporating critical 

fluctuations in a dynamically evolving medium, and more.

Experimental discovery of a critical point on the QCD 

phase diagram would be a landmark achievement. The 

goals of the BES program also focus on obtaining a 

quantitative understanding of the properties of matter 

in the crossover region of the phase diagram, where it 

is neither QGP nor hadrons nor a mixture of the two, as 

these properties change with doping.

Additional questions that will be addressed in this 

regime include the quantitative study of the onset 

of various signatures of the presence of QGP. For 

example, the chiral symmetry that defines distinct 

left- and right-handed quarks is broken in hadronic 

matter but restored in QGP. One way to access the 

onset of chiral symmetry restoration comes via BES-II 

measurements of electron-positron pair production in 

collisions at and below 20 GeV. Another way to access 

this, while simultaneously seeing quantum properties 

of QGP that are activated by magnetic fields present 

early in heavy collisions, may be provided by the slight 

observed preference for like-sign particles to emerge 

in the same direction with respect to the magnetic field. 

Such an effect was predicted to arise in matter where 

chiral symmetry is restored. Understanding the origin 

of this effect, for example by confirming indications that 

it goes away at the lowest BES-I energies, requires the 

substantially increased statistics of BES-II.

NEW MICROSCOPES ON THE INNER 
WORKINGS OF QGP
To understand the workings of QGP, there is no 

substitute for microscopy. We know that if we had a 

sufficiently powerful microscope that could resolve the 

structure of QGP on length scales, say a thousand times 

smaller than the size of a proton, what we would see 

Figure 2.10: The top panel shows the increased statistics anticipated 
at BES-II; all three lower panels show the anticipated reduction in 
the uncertainty of key measurements. RHIC BES-I results indicate 
nonmonotonic behavior of a number of observables; two are shown in 
the middle panels. The second panel shows a directed flow observable that 
can encode information about a reduction in pressure, as occurs near a 
transition. The third panel shows the fluctuation observable understood 
to be the most sensitive among those measured to date to the fluctuations 
near a critical point. The fourth panel shows, as expected, the measured 
fluctuations growing in magnitude as more particles in each event are 
added into the analysis.

are quarks and gluons interacting only weakly with each 

other. The grand challenge for this field in the decade 

to come is to understand how these quarks and gluons 

conspire to form a nearly perfect liquid.

Microscopy requires suitable messengers that reveal 

what is happening deep within QGP, playing a role 

analogous to light in an ordinary microscope. The 
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http://science.energy.gov/~/media/np/nsac/pdf/2015LRP/2015_LRPNS_091815.pdf

Studying the Phase 
Diagram of QCD  
Matter at RHIC 
 
A STAR white paper summarizing  
the current understanding and  
describing future plans 
 
01 June 2014 
 

 

Dedicated	second	phase	of	the	
BES	program,	proposed	in	2014



Low	Energy	RHIC	Electron	Cooling
BES-II	planned	for	two	24	cryo-weeks	in	2019	and	2020

Improve	luminosity	for	low	energy	beams:
• 2019 (w/o	e-cooling):	3× for	√sNN=14.5	and	19.6	GeV	
• 2020	(with	e-cooling):	4× for	√sNN=7.7,	9.1,	and	11.5	GeV
Ø e-Cooling:	a	critical	machine	upgrade

4x increase in Lavg
with e-cooling 

3x increase in Lavg
without e-cooling

Increased	luminosity
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BES	II	Fixed	Target	Mode
Proposal	to	extend	CMS	energy	range	from	7.7	
down	to	3	GeV
Ø increase	μB range	from	420	MeV	to	720MeV
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Expect	1-2	days	dedicated	
beam	time	per	energy
≈	50M	events/day



The	STAR	Upgrades	and	BES	Phase	II
Endcap TOF

iTPC Upgrade:
• Rebuilds	the	inner	
sectors	of	the	TPC
• Continuous	coverage
• Improves	dE/dx
• Extends	h coverage	
from	1.0	to	1.5
• Lowers	pT cut-off	from	
125	MeV/c	to	60	MeV/c

EPD	Upgrade:
• Improves	trigger
• Reduces	background
• Allows	a	better	and	
independent	reaction	
plane	measurement		
critical	to	BES	physics

Endcap	TOF	Upgrade:
• Rapidity	coverage	is	critical
• PID	at	h =	1.1	to	1.5
• Improves	the	fixed	target	program
• Provided	by	CBM	at	FAIR
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An Event Plane Detector  
for STAR 

EPD East/West 
24 sectors each 
16 radial segments 
2.1<|�|<5.1 

16 channels WLS to  
clear fiber connector 

G10 mechanical 
support in 
four quadrants 

Clear fiber to SiPM 
connector on FEE 
board 

May 2016 

https://drupal.star.bnl.
gov/STAR/system/files/
EPD_Construction_Pro

posal.pdf

Physics Program for the STAR/CBM eTOF Upgrade

The STAR Collaboration
The CBM Collaboration eTOF Group

(Dated: September 19, 2016)
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A Proposal for STAR Inner 
TPC Sector Upgrade (iTPC) 
 

The STAR Collaboration 
June 9th, 2015 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  STAR	Note	619



iTPC Impact	on	Net-Proton	Kurtosis

ØLing	&	Stephanov (PRC	93	(2016)	034915)	:	“extension	of	rapidity	coverage	[…]	should	
significantly	increase	the	magnitude	of	the	critical	point	fluctuation	signatures”

• Kurtosis	represents	fluctuations	of	the	
distributions

• Kσ2 related	to	ratios	of	cumulants (C4/C2)	
which	are	expected	to	reflect	divergence	of	
susceptibilities	(χ)	and	correlation	lengths	(ξ)

• Measure	multiplicity	distributions	of	net-
protons	in	a	larger	rapidity	range
Ø reach	the	necessary	rapidity	width	of	the	
correlation	
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STAR	Note	619



• Minimum	in	net-proton	v1 slope
• interplay	between	baryon	stopping	
and	soft	EOS

ØBES-II:	improved	event-plane	
resolution	from	EPD

• Forward	v1 measurements	as	a	
function	of	centrality
ØBES-II:	improvements	due	to	
extended	iTPC coverage

PRL	112	(2014)	032302

BES-II	Directed	Flow	Measurements
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BES-II	Dielectron	Measurements	

11

• Systematically	study	dielectron continuum	from	√sNN =	7.7	– 19.6	GeV
Ø BES-II:	iTPC upgrade:	reduce	systematic	and statistical	uncertainties

• Distinguish	models	with	different	ρ-meson	broadening	mechanisms
• Rapp’s	model	vs. PHSD
Ø BES-II:	Study	the	total	baryon	density	effect	on	LMR	excess	yield	in	BES-II
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The	STAR	eTOF Upgrade
• Proposal	by	STAR Collaboration	and	several	CBM
institutions

CBM:	Heidelberg,	Darmstadt,	CCNU,	Tsinghua,	USTC

• extend	STAR’s	particle	ID	capabilities	for	π,	K,	p
• complement	the	improved	reach	of	the	iTPC to	η≈1.5	(0.9	if	no	eTOF)

• essential	for	mid-rapidity	PID	in	Fixed-Target	mode
• for	√sNN=	4.5	– 7.7	GeV

• eTOF upgrade	allows	for	a	complete	and	“gap	free”	scan	
in	combined	fixed-target	&	collider	program	of	BES-II

• covering	√sNN =	3.0	– 7.7	GeV

Physics Program for the STAR/CBM eTOF Upgrade

The STAR Collaboration
The CBM Collaboration eTOF Group

(Dated: September 19, 2016)
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TOF	Acceptance	Considerations

space	for
endcap	TOF	modules

Snowbird,	UT	- Jan.	13,	2017
5 of 20 

Daniel Cebra 
8/19/2016 

Outer Sectors 
32 pad rows 

Inner Sectors 
13 or 40 pads rows 

η=0.96 

η=1.9  

η=1.5  190 

126 
120 

60 

210 

-200 

cm 

LT 

η=0  

η=1.0  

η=1.09 

η=1.62 

Barrel TOF 

eT
O

F 

PseudoRapidity Considerations 

eTOF: 
Z = -270 cm 
Rmin = 110 cm 
Rmax = 220 cm 

-270 

Note: There is and acceptance gap 
between bTOF and wTOF 

Motivation is to mount eTOF 
modules at as large a Z and radius as 
possible Î limit is magnet iron 

Daniel	Cebra

η=0.9

η=1.6

η=1.1

η=1.6
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Note:	There	is	an	acceptance	gap	
between	BTOF	and	eTOF



Opportunities:	FAIR	Phase	0	and	CBM	TOF
FAIR	at	GSI	is	delayed	and	CBM	plans	to	embed	some	
prototype	subsystems	into	running	experiments
Ø FAIR	Phase	0

• commissioning	of	detectors	under	real	experimental	conditions
• train	teams
• physics	measurements!

2 of 20 
Daniel Cebra 
8/19/2016 

Because the FAIR facility at GSI is delayed, CBM plans to embed 
prototype sub-systems into running experiments: 
 
 TOF:  in STAR experiment at RHIC/BNL  
 RICH:  in HADES experiment at SIS-18/GSI 
 STS:   in BM@N experiment at Nuclotron/JINR  
 DAQ/FLES:  in mCBM set-up at SIS-18 (MVD,STS,TRD,TOF) 
 
Aim:  ‒ commissioning of detectors under real exp. conditions 
 ‒ physics measurements 
 ‒ training of the teams  

What is the STAR eTOF? 
Î FAIR phase 0 

2 of 20 
Daniel Cebra 
8/19/2016 

Because the FAIR facility at GSI is delayed, CBM plans to embed 
prototype sub-systems into running experiments: 
 
 TOF:  in STAR experiment at RHIC/BNL  
 RICH:  in HADES experiment at SIS-18/GSI 
 STS:   in BM@N experiment at Nuclotron/JINR  
 DAQ/FLES:  in mCBM set-up at SIS-18 (MVD,STS,TRD,TOF) 
 
Aim:  ‒ commissioning of detectors under real exp. conditions 
 ‒ physics measurements 
 ‒ training of the teams  

What is the STAR eTOF? 
Î FAIR phase 0 

Ø STAR	eTOF is	part	of	FAIR	Phase	0
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CBM	TOF	Wall
12	x	9	m2 - MRPCs	designed	for	the	light	green

area	in	the	CBM	wall	slated	for	STAR	use.

STAR	modules	based	on	CBM	type	M5
• M5	will	be	shortened	for	use	in	STAR
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CBM	TOF	Module	for	STAR

overlapping strips

Strip 1 Strip 96PADI boards

TDC GET4 boards

3 MRPCs
• 32 strips/MRPC with of pitch 1 cm
• 27 cm strip length
• active area about 92 cm x  27 cm
• 192 read-out channels

New PADI FEE with packed ASIC are available
�50OHM / 100OHM Input impedance and 32 Channel
�used already successfully in November 2015 @ SPS
�two layouts available 

�Inner Wall (Prototype)
�Outer Wall (FEE for STAR)

Status FEE: PADI FEE

3

PADI FEE Inner Wall PADI FEE Outer Wall

Jochen Frühauf--CBM Collaboration Meeting--April 2016, GSI

New PADI FEE with packed ASIC are available
�50OHM / 100OHM Input impedance and 32 Channel
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�Outer Wall (FEE for STAR)

Status FEE: PADI FEE

3

PADI FEE Inner Wall PADI FEE Outer Wall

Jochen Frühauf--CBM Collaboration Meeting--April 2016, GSI

FEE	for	STAR

Status FEE: GET4 FEE

New GET4 FEE with packed ASIC is available
� 32 Channel
� SPI Interface for Threshold Setting (GET4 = SPI Master)
� external Clock input / Sync input
� connection to Feed-Though PCB of MRPC-Module
� connector for Readoutcontroller (SYSCORE 3 / AFCK / GBTx)
� for STAR & mCBM redesign with backplane for CLK / SYNC and 

power distribution needed

4

GET4 FEE (Bottom View) GET4 FEE (Top View)

Jochen Frühauf--CBM Collaboration Meeting--April 2016, GSI

GET4	FEE	for	STAR
(backplane	CLK/SYNC	and	power	distr.)
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Frühauf(GSI)		CBM
	Collaboration	m

eeting	(2016)

GET	=	GSI Event-driven	TDC
PADI	=	PreAmplifier/DIscriminator



STAR	eTOF “Wheel”

…	in	numbers:
Ø 36	modules		(	=	108	MRPCs)

CBM	TOF	involves	1,376	MRPCs

Ø 3	layers
Ø 6,912	channels

STARBTOF	has	23,040	channels

Total	depth	~36cm
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TOF	Acceptance:	PID	in	Collider	Mode

π K p e

• Lower	pT limit	– from	track	length	of	the	TPC	(multiple	scattering);
• for	BTOF	lower	pT limit	from	minimal	track	rigidity

• High	pT limit	– from	the	TOF	time	resolution	(σTOF =	100	and	80	ps ranges)
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Physics	Benefits	from	Enabling	Forward	PID
• Precision	studies	of	y	dependence	of	key	bulk	property	
observables

• BES-II	range	characterized	by	partial	stopping	⇾ wider	rapidity	
interval	helps	disentangle	dynamic	from	thermodynamic	effects

• Dileptons:	forward	measurements	provide	for	independent	
observable	to	study	LMR	baryon-density	dependence

• quantifying	the	effect	on	the	ρ meson	broadening

• Directed	Flow:	extending	PID	to	y=1.2	opens	a	new	rapidity	
region	that	may	help	confirm	EOS	softening

• Elliptic	Flow:	y-dependent	v2
• Fluctuations:	enhanced	fluctuation	signals are	expected	to	
provide	a	cleaner	and	more	significant	indication	of	critical	
behavior
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TOF	Acceptance:	Fixed	Target	Mode
π

K

p
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Fixed	Target	located	at	Z=+210cm	(“west”)

√sNN=3.9	GeV



Physics	Goals	of	the	FXT	Program
Onset	of	Deconfinement
• High-pT suppression
• NCQ	scaling	of	elliptic	flow
• LPV	through	3-particle	correlators
• Balance	functions
• Strangeness	enhancement
Compressibility	⇾1st order	phase	transition
• Directed	flow
• Volume	and	tilt	angle	of	HBT	source
• Width	of	pion	rapidity	distributions
• Zero-crossing	of	elliptic	flow
• Volume	measures	from	Coulomb	potential
Criticality
• Higher	moments
• Particle	ratio	fluctuations
Chirality
• Dilepton studies
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no	measurements	in	this	
energy	range



Run-17	Double-Stack	Prototype
Courtesy	David	Tlusty
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Run-17	Prototype	Installation	(Oct.	2016)

[now	moved	from	Sector	18	to	17]	

Courtesy	David	Tlusty
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Successful	Test	⇒ Happy	People
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Courtesy	Zhangbu
Xu

Left	to	right:	Norbert	Herrmann,	Ingo	Deppner,	Geary	Eppley

October	2016:

First	Test	Program	
at	STAR

(High	Voltage	Scan	
using	cosmics)



Summary
• STAR	proposed	Phase	II	of	Beam	Energy	Scan

• slated	for	2019-2020
• Preparations	for	proposed	detector	upgrades	well	underway

• proposed	eTOF complements	iTPC upgrade,
• essential	for	mid-rapidity	PID	in	fixed-target	mode

• FAIR	Phase-0	presents	opportunities	to	embed	prototype	CBM	TOF	in	STAR
• Letter	of	Interest	between	participating	CBM	TOF	institutes	and	STAR;	blessed	by	CBM

• eTOF wheel	with	36	CBM	modules
• based	on	CBM	M5	but	instead	with	3	MRPCs
• outer-wall	based	PADI	FEEs	and	GET4	electronics
• mounted	inside,	on	the	east	poletip

• First	single-unit	installation	and	cosmics test	successfully	completed	in	
October	2016

• readying	for	first	integration	test	in	the	RHIC	2017	run
• Looking	forward	to	successful	installation	ahead	of	BES	Phase	II	!
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